Where have all the good eggs gone?
In a long time past, the Roman Empire fell and many an egg fell and
cracked and could not be put together again. In this same threshold of
time, Jesus had his own dozen, and yes, one was cracked. The thumb
down gladiatorial games ended the deathly entertainment for many of
the warped egghead. In a volley of e-mails this weekend I was told the
worlds concern should not be about money but that of politics. Political
leaders that succumb to the pressure of the aristocrat and elite can be
found in any carton of spoiled eggs. In America, this day after Easter,
one would have to ask, how many a child asked mommy to fix their
broken Easter egg. Once the egg is broken, it is broken. As you cannot
fix a broken egg then one needs to consider how to replace the bad
broken egg with a good egg.
The current financial crisis the world faces should be seen not as an egg
had a great fall but the carton failed in its duty to protect the eggs.
Here we have a paradox. Are the world leaders protecting good eggs or
are the world leaders protecting bad eggs? Facts of history reveals only
a few have made effort to protect the good egg. For the United States of
America, one of these names would be George Washington. For the
enemy that George Washington opposed is the same as of today, except
the names have changed. If apology is proper for the current Queen of
England; my apology.
Politics alone was not responsible for today’s crisis, but failure of
political leaders to regulate evil is one area that the people can
influence. For if one’s leader fails to invoke laws to protect humanity,
then that one should not be in office.
Thanks to CDL & HH for their contribution.

For my European readers, a number of European Countries will be
holding elections before the United States holds its election. But the
same exists for both; choose a leader that would better serve humanity
than that of mammon. The aristocrat and elite following long
established principles have pretty well set the stage, the people shall
vote for one or the other(s) of their choosing, the people have only a
choice of choosing what is being presented.

Is there a problem with asking leaders to pass
laws to regulate evil?
Yes, those that live for and serve mammon will
not want to pass laws to constrain evil.
They are the ones that need not be in office.

A simple question could be asked, would you
support a law that stops evil’s crimes?

Then, Choose Wisely
Elizabeth Warren –Massachusetts – Good Egg
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